Effect of specific growth rates on productivity in continuous open and partial cell retention animal cell bioreactors.
A clonal derivative of a transfectant of the SP2/0 myeloma cell line producing a chimeric monoclonal antibody was cultivated in both continuous open and continuous partially-closed bioreactors. Using an open system for the determination of kinetic parameters, we showed that the production of this chimeric mAb was growth associated. As such, the volumetric productivity increased linearly with increasing dilution rate up to the maximum dilution rate. Three continuous cultivations employing partial cell retention were conducted. In agreement with mathematical predictions, the product titer and volumetric productivity were independent of the degree of cell retention when the total dilution was held constant. When cells were maintained at a low specific growth rate, the product titer was independent of dilution rate and the volumetric productivity increased with increasing dilution rate, again in agreement with mathematical predictions. Since the partially-closed bioreactor could be operated at dilution rates in excess of the maximum specific cellular growth rate, volumetric productivities were greater than those achievable in the open bioreactor. However, when cells were maintained at a high specific growth rate, cell accumulation was limited and product titers decreased at high dilution rates. Therefore, the volumetric productivity in this latter case did not increase at higher dilution rates.